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Although transfer students comprise a sizable portion of gateway (or general education) course enrollment, little, if any, attention has been given to 
examining the pedagogical approaches that might be used to meet the needs of this diverse student population. Participants will leave the session 
with strategies and approaches they can implement in gateway courses to create to foster equitable outcomes while inspiring transfer (and all) 
students.
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Learning Outcomes
At the end of this session, participants will be able to:

● Describe characteristics of transfer students and common influences on 
their transition and success

● Understand several pedagogical approaches that are responsive to 
transfer students

● Identify ways in which they can adapt and apply the pedagogical 
approaches for use in their own course(s) and programs
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(Freire, 1970, p. 54)



https://www.mentimeter.com/s/263086e9b6878bd933f7d71a068dd727/7811611ce2ec




Engaging and Inspiring Transfer Students

● What does it mean to inspire and 
engage transfer students in gateway 
courses? What does that look like? 

In many ways, teaching to engage 
and inspire transfer students looks 
simply like good teaching.
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Engaging and Inspiring Transfer Students
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Hope 
Love 
Humanity



Engaging and Inspiring Transfer Students
The specific pedagogies and approaches have been chosen 
because: 

1. They are evidence-based and effective 
2. They help create inclusive learning environments (inclusive 

of various identities and learner needs)
3. They can be used in courses in a variety of disciplines, as 

well as courses taught in different modes and modalities, 
and in a range of professional practices. 
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Getting to Know Our Transfer Students
Asking students reflective questions can help faculty better 
understand who their students are while illuminating aspects 
of motivation and mindset that could influence their 
engagement and performance in our course(s). 

● What are your expectations for the course? 
● In what areas do you feel most challenged and most confident, 

based on what you know about the course or your prior 
experience in this particular subject or discipline? 

● What are your strengths as a learner? 
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148150/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148150/


Significant Learning
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● Well-designed courses can induce significant learning 
by engaging in students challenging active learning 
experiences. 

● For transfer students, some of the most significant 
learning experiences are those that involve “working 
harder than they thought they could to meet an 
instructor’s standards or expectations” (Fauria & Fuller, 
2015, p. 39), as well as opportunities to contribute to 
class discussions, and tutor other students, formally or 
informally (Fauria & Fuller, 2015). 



High-Impact Learning 
Experiences
● For transfer students, in particular, 

participation in multiple HIPs can 
have a significant impact on 
learning and success (Finley & 
McNair, 2015).

● HIPs can help communicate the 
utility of concepts and ideas in 
gateway courses, which is 
particularly important to transfer 
students who often struggle to find 
utility in their academic course work 
(Foote, Kranzow, & Hinke, 2015).
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Reflective Teaching

● Reflective Teaching (RT) engages instructors in a process of 
self-evaluation with the goal of continuous improvement (Brookfield, 
2017). 

● This process, which occurs during and after a course ends, is action 
oriented, meaning the instructor looks for ways to mediate 
challenges or issues in a class. RT includes four lenses that 
“…correlate to processes of self-reflection, student feedback, peer 
assessment, and engagement with scholarly literature” (Miller, 2010, 
p. 1). 
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Metacognition
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● Students who are metacognitive are also more likely to plan, 
monitor, and evaluate strategies they use to learn; and adapt these 
strategies based on the specific learning environment and/or 
subject (Steiner & Foote, 2017). 

● While not a concept specifically designed to engage transfer 
students, metacognition can be particularly important for these 
students because, as a flexible approach to learning, students can 
use various metacognitive strategies depending on the specific 
task. Faculty can also employ various metacognitive teaching 
approaches to help foster deeper learning among all students in 
their gateway courses. 



Active Learning
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● For transfer students, specifically students in STEM majors, 
active learning experiences can contribute to their 
“transfer-related motivational attributes” (Wang, 2016, p. 52) 
that speak to their potential success in STEM-transfer.

● To ensure active learning is both meaningful and produces 
deeper understanding of concepts and ideas for all students, 
context should be provided before the experience, followed by 
an opportunity for reflection (Fink, 2003). 

● Some examples of active learning are considered “small 
teaching,” or short activities or in-class assignments (e.g., 
minute papers, think-pair-share, and polls) designed with the 
intent to briefly engage students in reflection on a specific 
question or idea. 

https://derekbruff.org/?p=3117


Metacognition and Active Learning
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https://www.collegestar.org/modules/taking-a-metacognitive-approach-to-active-learning


https://www.menti.com/kknvmxnki5




http://linkedin.com/in/stephanie-foote-ph-d-a54541155
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